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With insider info and tips from the experts at Mojang, this is the definitive guide to Minecraft
Dungeons.It is a dark and dangerous time. Corrupted by the Orb of Dominance, the evil Arch-
Illager has gathered a loyal following of Illagers. Together they have ravaged the land, enslaving
the peaceful Villagers and forcing them to do their bidding. The Villagers are in desperate need
of a hero, and you are their only hope. Within the pages of this valuable book, you will find
strategies for fighting malicious mobs, observations about the perils of each dungeon and
advice about how to get your hands on rare and powerful items. You will also learn how to work
as part of a team to vanquish the Arch-Illager once and for all.The fate of us all lies in your
hands, brave hero. The Arch-Illager’s reign of terror ends now.
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              , “Good reference guide for Minecraft Dungeon players.. My son loves Minecraft
and plays the Dungeons version also and this is the first book he has had regarding Minecraft
Dungeons. It's published by Mojang and he has all the books they've published over the years
however in this instance he said this book is a good reference guide but doesn't offer anything
new that he doesn't already know. It still hasn't stopped him from reading the book from cover to
cover though :)It's a hardback book which is basically similar in size and quality to the usual
Mojang series of guide books. The paper quality is good with the text and pictures very clear
and colourful.All the mobs are featured in this book along with game specifics but like I said
earlier, it's purely a reference guide for Minecraft fans because if they've already played it, will
already know the workings of the game and the mobs etc featured. My son was happy to
receive this book as it gives a bit more in depth knowledge to the game and he loves reading
Mojang books anyway.My son gave this book 5 Stars so therefore it's worth buying and I
recommend it!”

Stephen, “Very nice.. This book was published before the game was released so some things in
the game have changed a little, but not much. This is a really good looking book full of lots of
nice pictures and information. Really good quality product.”

Linda, “Highly recommend. My son is very happy with this book. Very colourful and informative.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Son loves it. My son loved this book and happy to sit reading it on his own.
He usually hates reading but no complaints with this.”

The book by Mojang AB has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 874 people have provided feedback.
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